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We study elementary modal logics, i.e. modal logic considered over first-order definable classes
of frames. The classical semantics of modal logic allows infinite structures, but often practical ap-
plications require to restrict our attention to finite structures. Many decidability and undecidability
results for the elementary modal logics were proved separately for general satisfiability and for finite
satisfiability [11, 12, 16, 17]. In this paper, we show that there is a reason why we must deal with
both kinds of satisfiability separately — we prove that there is a universal first-order formula that de-
fines an elementary modal logic with decidable (global) satisfiability problem, but undecidable finite
satisfiability problem, and, the other way round, that there is a universal formula that defines an ele-
mentary modal logic with decidable finite satisfiability problem, but undecidable general satisfiability
problem.

1 Introduction

Modern modal logic, founded by Clarence Lewis in 1910, is a formalism that involves the use of the
expressions “possibly” and “necessarily”. Formally, modal logic extends propositional logic by some
new constructions, of which two most important were ♦ϕ and �ϕ , originally read as ϕ is possible and
ϕ is necessary, respectively. A typical question was, given a set of axioms A , corresponding usually
to some intuitively acceptable aspects of truth, what is the logic defined by A , i.e. which formulas are
provable from A in a Hilbert-style system.

One of the most important steps in the history of modal logic was the invention in the late 1950s and
early 1960s of a formal semantics based on the notion of the so-called Kripke structures. Basically, a
Kripke structure is a directed graph, called a frame, together with a valuation of propositional variables.
Vertices of this graph are called worlds. For each world truth values of all propositional variables can
be defined independently. In this semantics, ♦ϕ means the current world is connected to some world in
which ϕ is true; and �ϕ , equivalent to ¬♦¬ϕ , means ϕ is true in all worlds to which the current world
is connected.

It appeared that there is a beautiful connection between syntactic and semantic approaches to modal
logic [21]: logics defined by axioms can be often equivalently defined by restricting classes of frames.
E.g., the axiom ♦♦P→♦P (if it is possible that P is possible, then P is possible), is valid precisely in the
class of transitive frames; the axiom P→ ♦P (if P is true, then P is possible) – in the class of reflexive
frames, P→�♦P (if P is true, then it is necessary that P is possible) – in the class of symmetric frames,
and the axiom ♦P→ �♦P (if P is possible, then it is necessary that P is possible) – in the class of
Euclidean frames.
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Many important classes of frames, in particular all the classes we mentioned above, can be defined
by simple first-order formulas. For a given first-order sentence Φ over the signature consisting of a single
binary symbol R we define KΦ to be the set of those frames which satisfy Φ.

It is not hard to see that some modal logics defined by a first-order formula are undecidable. A
stronger result was presented in [9]—it was shown that there exists a universal first-order formula with
equality such that the global satisfiability problem over the class of frames that satisfy this formula is
undecidable. In [11], this result was improved — it was shown that equality is not necessary. The proof
from [11] works also for local satisfiability. Finally, in [12] it was shown that even a very simple formula
with three variables without equality may lead to undecidability.

Decidability for various classes of frames can be shown by employing the so-called standard transla-
tion of modal logic to first-order logic. Indeed, the satisfiability of a modal formula ϕ in KΦ is equivalent
to satisfiability of st(ϕ)∧Φ, where st(ϕ) is the standard translation of ϕ . In this way, we can show that
even multimodal logic is decidable in any class defined by two-variable logic [19], even extended with
linear order [20] or equivalence closures of two distinguished binary relations [13].

A number of decidability results may be obtained by adapting the results for the guarded fragment
[6]. It has been shown that many interesting extensions of this logic are decidable, including some
restricted application of fixed-points [7] and transitive closures [15] in guards. These results often can be
extended for the finite satisfiability problem [1, 14]. The complexity bounds obtained this way, however,
are high — usually between EXPTIME and 2NEXPTIME.

The classes of frames we mentioned earlier, i.e. transitive, reflexive, symmetric and Euclidean are de-
cidable. They can be defined by first-order sentences even if we further restrict the language to universal
Horn formulas. Universal Horn formulas were considered in [10], where a dichotomy result was proved,
that the satisfiability problem for modal logic over the class of structures defined by a universal Horn
formula (with an arbitrary number of variables) is either in NP or PSPACE-hard. The authors of [10]
conjectured that the problem is decidable in PSPACE for all universal Horn formulas. This conjecture
was confirmed in [17].

In case of some universal Horn formulas, decidability of corresponding modal logics is shown in [17]
by demonstrating the finite model property, i.e. by proving that every modal formula satisfiable over a
class of frame K has also a finite model in K . However, it is not always possible, as it is not hard to
construct a universal Horn formula formula Φ, such that some modal formulas have only infinite models
over KΦ, the class of frames satisfying Φ. Assume e.g that Φ enforces irreflexivity and transitivity, and
consider the following modal formula: ♦p∧�♦p.

This naturally leads to the question, whether for any universal Horn formula Φ the finite satisfiability
problem for modal logic over KΦ is decidable. This question is particularly important, if one considers
practical applications, in which the structures (corresponding e.g. to knowledge bases or descriptions of
programs) are usually required to be finite.

Decision procedures for the finite satisfiability problem for modal and related logics are very often
more complex than procedures for general satisfiability. As argued in [22], the model theoretic reason
for the good behavior of modal logics is the tree model property. A standard technique is to unravel an
arbitrary model into a (usually infinite) tree. In [17] we also apply this idea (at least as a starting point of
our constructions, as the obtained unravellings have to be sometimes modified to meet the requirements
of the universal Horn formula defining the class of frames). Clearly such an approach, is not sufficient
if we are interested only in finite models. However, in [16], the decidability of elementary modal logics
defined by universal Horn formulas was extended for the finite satisfiability.
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1.1 Our contribution and related work

In this paper, we study the following questions: Is every decidable elementary modal logic finitely de-
cidable? Is every finitely decidable elementary modal logic decidable?

The similar question has been studied in [5] — they proved that there is a decidable modal logic such
that the finite satisfiability problem for this logic is undecidable. However, the result in [5] is proved using
Gödel–Löb formula, which is known to define a class of frames that cannot be defined by a first-order
formula (see [3], Example 3.9). Extensions of modal logics that are undecidable but finitely decidable
are also known — for example, the AĀBB̄ fragment of the Halpern–Shoham logic [18].

Comparing papers [17] and [16], we see that there are elementary modal logics that have the sat-
isfiability and the finite satisfiability problems in different complexity classes. For instance, for Φ =
∀xyzv.xRy∧yRz∧vRz⇒ xRv the global finite satisfiability is PSPACE-complete, while the general global
satisfiability is EXPTIME-complete. However, since we do not know whether PSPACE 6= EXPTIME, we
cannot formally conclude that their complexity differs.

Our contribution consists of the two theorems stated below.

Theorem 1. There is a universal first-order formula Γ1 such that global satisfiability problem for the
modal logic over the class of frames satisfying Γ1 is undecidable, but it becomes decidable if we consider
only finite structures.

Theorem 2. There is a universal first-order formula Γ2 such that global satisfiability problem for the
modal logic over the class of frames satisfying Γ2 is decidable, but it becomes undecidable if we consider
only finite structures.

Our undecidability proofs involve the technique presented in [17]. To make the presentation easier,
in Section 3 we recall this technique. Then, in subsequent sections, we prove the above theorems. We
conclude with some further discussion and open questions.

2 Preliminaries

As we work with both first-order logic and modal logic we help the reader to distinguish them in our
notation: we denote first-order formulas with Greek capital letters Φ, Ψ, Γ, and modal formulas with
Greek lower-case letters ϕ , ψ , τ , λ . We assume that the reader is familiar with first-order logic and
propositional logic.

Formulas of modal logic are interpreted in Kripke structures, which are triples of the form 〈W,R,π〉,
where W is a set of worlds, 〈W,R〉 is a directed graph called a frame, and π is a function that assigns to
each world a set of propositional variables which are true at this world. We say that a structure 〈W,R,π〉
is based on the frame 〈W,R〉. For a given class of frames K , we say that a structure is K -based if it
is based on some frame from K . We will use calligraphic letters M ,N to denote frames and Fraktur
letters M,N to denote structures. Whenever we consider a structure M, we assume that its frame is M
and its universe is M (and the same holds for other letters).

The semantics of modal logic is defined recursively. A modal formula ϕ is (locally) satisfied in a
world w of a model M= 〈W,R,π〉, denoted as M,w |= ϕ if

(i) ϕ = p where p is a variable and ϕ ∈ π(w),

(ii) ϕ = ¬ϕ1 and not M,w |= ϕ ,

(iii) ϕ = ϕ1∨ϕ2 and either M,w |= ϕ1 or M,w |= ϕ2,

(iv) ϕ = ϕ1∧ϕ2 and both M,w |= ϕ1 and M,w |= ϕ2,
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(v) ϕ = ♦ϕ ′ and there exists a world v ∈W such that (w,v) ∈ R and M,v |= ϕ ′,

(vi) ϕ =�ϕ ′ and for all worlds v ∈W such that (w,v) ∈ R we have M,v |= ϕ ′.
By M,w |= ϕ we denote that a modal formula ϕ is (locally) satisfied in a world w of a model M.

We say that a formula ϕ is globally satisfied in M, denoted as M |= ϕ , if for all worlds w of M, we have
M,w |= ϕ . By |ϕ| denote the length of ϕ .

For a given class of frames K , we say that a formula ϕ is locally (resp. globally) K -satisfiable if
there exists a K -based structure M, and a world w ∈W such that M,w |= ϕ (resp. M |= ϕ).

For a given formula ϕ , a Kripke structure M, and a world w ∈W we define the type of w (with
respect to ϕ) in M as t pϕ

M(w) = {ψ : M,w |= ψ and ψ is subformula of ϕ}. We write t pM(w) if the
formula is clear from context. Note that |t pϕ

M(w)| ≤ |ϕ|.
The class of universal first order sentences is defined as a subclass of first–order sentence such that

each sentence is of the form ∀~xΨ(~x), where Ψ(~x) is quantifier–free formula, and the only allowed rela-
tional symbols are R (interpreted as the successor relation in modal logic) and = (interpreted as usual).
As we work only with universally quantified formulas, we often skip the quantifier prefix, e.g., write xRx
instead of ∀x.xRx.

We define the local (resp. global) satisfiability problem K -SAT (resp. global K -SAT) as follows.
For a given modal formula, is this formula locally (resp. globally) K -satisfiable? For a given first-order
formula Φ, we define KΦ as the class of frames satisfying Φ. We will be interested in local and global
KΦ-SAT problems. The finite (global) satisfiability problem, (global) K -FINSAT, is defined in the same
way, but we are only interested in finite structures.

Our undecidability proofs are based on the following observation. In universal first–order logic, we
cannot express that some world has a large out-degree. However, we are able to define some properties
of such worlds. To this end, we define an abbreviation deg≥m(v) that uses the fresh variables uv

1, . . . ,u
v
m

as follows.

deg≥m(v) =
^

1≤i≤m

(vRuv
i )∧

^

1≤i< j≤m

¬uv
i = uv

j

We say that a world is ramified if its out-degree is at least 7. For example, the formula deg≥7(v)⇒
vRv says that all ramified worlds are reflexive. Using universally quantified first order formulas we will
define transitive relation on ramified worlds. We will then be able to distinguish finite structures from
infinite ones, because any such order forces some world in a finite structure to be reflexive and we can
define an order in a non-finite structure to be irreflexive.

2.1 Domino systems

By Zm we denote the set {0,1, . . . ,m−1}.
Definition 3. A domino system is a tuple D = (D,DH ,DV ), where D is a set of domino pieces and
DH ,DV ⊆ D×D are binary relations specifying admissible horizontal and vertical adjacencies. We say
that D tiles N×N if there exists a function t :N×N→D such that ∀i, j ∈N we have (t(i, j), t(i+1, j))∈
DH and (t(i, j), t(i, j+1)) ∈ DV . Similarly, D tiles Zm×Zl , for m, l ∈ N, if there exists t : Zm×Zl →D
such that (t(i, j), t(i+1 mod m, j)) ∈ DH and (t(i, j), t(i, j+1 mod l)) ∈ DV .

The following theorem comes from [2, 8] (see also [4] for more modern exposition).
Theorem 4. The following problems are undecidable:

(i) For a given domino system D determine if D tiles N×N.

(ii) For a given domino system D determine if there exists m ∈ N such that D tiles Zm×Zm.
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Figure 1: The structure GN (left) and its fragment (right). The universe of GN is N×N.

3 Logic with undecidable SAT and FINSAT

As a warm-up exercise, we recall the undecidability result from [17], as it will be a part of our later
proofs. We define Γ as

xRy∧ xRu∧uRz∧deg≥2(x)∧deg≥4(u)∧deg≥2(z)⇒ yRz

Theorem 5. The global satisfiability problem and the finite global satisfiability problem for modal logic
over KΓ are undecidable.

We work with signatures consisting of a single binary symbol R, and a number of unary symbols,
including Pi j, Ai j, and Ek

i j for i, j,k ∈ [0,2]. Structures over such signatures can be naturally viewed
as Kripke structures in which R is the accessibility relation, and unary relations describe valuations of
propositional variables.

The structure GN illustrated in Fig. 1 is a model of Γ. The idea of the proof is similar to the proof of
the undecidability presented in [12]. The main difficulty here is to enforce GN to be a grid-like structure.
This is obtained using Γ and a modal formula, which enforces some worlds (labeled Ai j in Fig. 1) to have
appropiate out-degree.

To get the undecidability we construct a modal formula τ such that any KΓ-based model M |= τ

locally looks like a grid. To this end, we use the following definition. We say that a predicate P is
followed by Q1, Q2, . . . , Qm in some model if each world of this model satisfying P has, for all i ∈ [1,m],
a successor satisfying Qi, and all successors of of this world satisfy Q1∨Q2∨ . . .Qm. This property can
be expressed by a modal formula P⇒ (

V
i∈[1,m]♦Qi∧�

W
i∈[1,m] Qi).

The formula τ says that:

(i) each element is labeled with exactly one of predicates from the set {Pi j|i, j ∈ [0,2]} ∪{Ai j|i, j ∈
[0,2]} ∪{Ek

i j|i, j,k ∈ [0,2]};

(ii) Pi j is followed by P(i+1 mod 3) j, Pi( j+1 mod 3), Ai j for all i, j ∈ [0,2];
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(iii) Ai j is followed by P(i+1 mod 3)( j+1 mod 3), E0
i j, E1

i j, E2
i j for all i, j ∈ [0,2];

(iv) Ek
i j is followed by Ai j for all i, j,k ∈ [0,2].

All these properties are easy to express in modal logic. Observe that each non-empty model of this
formula contains a world satisfying P00. If we consider now any world a satisfying, e.g., P00 in a model,
we see that the property (ii) of τ enforces the existence of its horizontal successor ax satisfying P10, its
vertical successor ay satisfying P01 and its upper-right diagonal successor au satisfying A00 (see Fig. 1).
By (iii), the element satisfying A00 has four successors, including az satisfying P11. It should be clear that
when we instantiate Γ with the worlds a, ax (or ay), au, and az, then the antecedent of the Γ is satisfied,
and that implies the edges from ax and ay to az (see Fig. 1). Therefore, there is a homomorphism from
GN to any model of Γ.

Now, for a given domino system D = (D,DH ,DV ) we define

λ
D = λ0∧

^

0≤i, j≤2

(λ H
i j ∧λ

V
i j ).

For every d ∈ D we use a fresh propositional letter Pd . Formula λ0 says that each world satisfying some
Pi j contains a domino piece, λ H

i j and λV
i j say that pairs of elements satisfying horizontal and vertical

adjacency relations respect DH and DV , respectively.

λ
H
i j =

^

d∈D

((Pd ∧Pi j)→�(P(i+1 mod 3) j→
_

d′:(d,d′)∈DH

Pd′)),

λ
V
i j =

^

d∈D

((Pd ∧Pi j)→�(Pi( j+1 mod 3)→
_

d′:(d,d′)∈DV

Pd′)).

The undecidability follows from the following fact

Fact 6. D tiles N×N if and only if there exists a KΓ-based model of τ ∧λD .

Proof. Proof of “only if” part. Let t be a tiling of N×N. We construct M′ by extending the labeling of
GN in such a way that for every i, j ∈ N the element ai, j satisfies Pt(i, j). It is readily checked that M′ is
as required.

Proof of “if” part. Let M be a KΓ-based model of τ ∧λD and f be a homomorphism from GN into
M. We define a tiling t : N×N→ D by setting t(i, j) = d for such d that f (i, j) satisfies Pd (there is at
least one such d owing to τ). The formulas λ H

i j ,λ
V
i j imply that t is a correct tiling.

Finite case is similar — we show that D tiles Zm×Zm for some m if and only if there exists a finite
KΓ-based model of τ ∧λD (see [17]).

4 Undecidable logic that is finitely decidable

In this section, we prove Theorem 1. But before we define Γ1, we provide some intuitions.
Remark that the intended model GN of Γ from Section 3 does not contain directed cycles with more

that two worlds. Let us present the main idea using bimodal logic, i.e. we use also modalities ♦′,�′ that
are interpreted as a relation R′ in frame. We define Γbi = Γ∧Γoc

bi , where Γoc
bi says that R′ is a strict linear

order that contains non-symmetric edges from R, i.e. xRy∧¬yRx⇒ xR′y. It is not hard to see that we
can add R′ edges to the model GN from Fig. 1 in a way such that the resulting model satisfy Γbi.
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Consider any finite model of Γbi and some modal formula ϕ . The linear order defined by R′ has to
have the greatest world, namely v. Since v has no successors and satisfies ϕ (recall that we consider the
global satisfiability problem), the structure that contains only v is also model of ϕ and, as a substructure,
of Γbi. Therefore, the logic has a singe-world model property and the finite satisfiability is decidable in
NP.

We cannot directly exploit this idea in unimodal case, making the only relation R, because it would
imply that all elements of grid are connected. What we are going to do is to make R transitive on the
substructure that contains all ramified worlds.

4.1 The formula

We show a modification of the formula Γ from Section 3, such that the global satisfiability remains
undecidable, but the finite global satisfiability becomes decidable. Define Γ1 as

Γ
two
1 ⇒ Γ

irr
1 ∧Γ

trans
1 ∧Γ

grid
1

where

Γ two
1 = deg≥7(v1)∧deg≥7(v2)∧¬v1 = v2

Γ irr
1 = ¬xRx

Γ trans
1 = deg≥7(x)∧ xRy∧ yRz⇒ xRz

Γ
grid
1 = xRy∧ xRu∧uRz∧deg≥2(x)∧deg≥4(u)∧deg≥2(z)⇒ yRz∨ xRz

In the following subsections we show that KΓ1-SAT is undecidable, but KΓ1-FINSAT is decidable.
This clearly leads to the proof of Theorem 1.

4.2 The decidability

Lemma 7. KΓ1-FINSAT is decidable.

Proof. We are going to show that if a modal formula has a finite model M satisfying Γ1, then it has
a model containing at most one ramified world. In such a structure the formula Γ two

1 is false, so Γ is
trivially satisfied and the only problem will be to ensure that the structure satisfies a modal formula.

Assume that M is a finite model of Φ and ϕ and contains more than one ramified world. Then, there
is a ramified world that has no ramified descendant in M. Indeed, Γ trans

1 guarantees that R is transitive on
ramified worlds, and, by Γ irr

1 , there are no cycles. By finiteness of M, there has to be a ramified world v
without ramified successors. Again, by Γ trans

1 , it has no ramified descendants. A substructure consisting
of all worlds reachable from v in M is a model of Γ1, ϕ and it contains only one ramified world.

It remains to give an algorithm deciding the existence of a finite model of ϕ and Γ1 which has at
most one ramified world. Notice that any structure which contains at most one ramified world satisfies
Γ1, hence it suffices to decide the existence of a finite model of ϕ which has at most one ramified world.

We are going to show that a modal formula ϕ has a finite model with at most one ramified world if
and only if it has a model based of a (possibly infinite) tree (not necessarily satisfying Γ1) such that all
ramified worlds in the model have the same type.

If ϕ has a model with at most one ramified world, then the result of standard unraveling proce-
dure (see [3]) applied to this model is a model based on some tree such that all ramified worlds have the
same type.
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Suppose that there is a model M of ϕ such that all ramified worlds in M have the same type. We
define the relation ≈ on M×M as w1 ≈ w2 if and only if worlds w1,w2 have the same type in M. Let f
be a selection function on equivalence classes of ≈.We define N as follows. Let N = {[u]≈ : u ∈M} be
the universe of N and for all v1,v2 ∈ N, we set v1Rv2 in N if and only if f (v1) has in M a successor of
type of f (v2). Finally, the variable assignment of v ∈N is consistent the variable assignment of f (v) in
M.

Clearly, N is a finite structure. One can show by induction that for all v ∈ N,w ∈M, w ∈ v implies
t pN(v) = t pM(w). In particular, N is a model of ϕ . Finally, for every v ∈N, the out-degree of v is not
greater than the out-degree of f (v) in M. Since each ramified world in M has the same type, there is at
most one ramified world in N. Thus, we have reduced the problem of existence of finite model of ϕ to
the problem of existence of model of ϕ based on tree whose all ramified worlds have the same type. We
shall show an alternating algorithm working in polynomial space deciding the latter problem.

The algorithm constructs a model which is tree. First, the algorithm guesses a type t for all ramified
worlds in a model. Then, it guesses the type of the root and the types of its successors. Next, it universally
branches and guesses the types of successors of a given successors and so on. If the current node has more
than 6 successors and its type is different than t, it rejects. Clearly, the algorithm works in alternating
polynomial space and it has an accepting run if and only if there is a model of ϕ based on tree whose all
ramified worlds have the same type.

4.3 The undecidability

Lemma 8. KΓ1-SAT is undecidable.

Proof. In order to show undecidability of the global satisfiability problem, we show that all models of
Γ1 and a modal formula τ1 locally look like a grid. The formula τ1 is based on τ from Section 3. It
enforces that each world satisfies exactly one of the following unary predicates: Pi j,Ai j,Bi j,Ek

i j,Fi j,Gl
i j

for i, j,k∈ [0,2], l ∈ [0,5]. The formula τ1 is a conjunction of the following formulas (note that conditions
(ii) and (iv) are the same as in the definition of τ in Section 3):

(i) each world satisfies exactly one of the unary predicates Pi j,Ai j,Bi j,Ek
i j,Fi j,Gl

i j, for i, j,k ∈ [0,2], l ∈
[0,5];

(ii) Pi j is followed by P(i+1 mod 3) j, Pi( j+1 mod 3), Ai j for all i, j ∈ [0,2];

(iii) Ai j is followed by P(i+1 mod 3)( j+1 mod 3), Fi j, E0
i j, E1

i j, E2
i j for all i, j ∈ [0,2];

(iv) Ek
i j is followed by Ai j for all i, j,k ∈ [0,2];

(v) Fi j and Gk
i j are followed by Bi j for all i, j,k ∈ [0,2];

(vi) for all i, j ∈ [0,2], every element satisfying Bi j has a successor satisfying P(i+1 mod 3)( j+1 mod 3) and
six successors satisfying G0

i j,G
1
i j, . . .G

5
i j respectively (but can also have other successors satisfying

other propositional variables).

First, let us observe that an extension of the standard infinite directed grid is a model of Γ1 and τ1.
Let G1 be a grid composed of cells as in Figure 2. Additionally, in each cell, the world labeled by Bi j is
connected to all worlds reachable from the world in the same cell labeled by P(i+1 mod 3)( j+1 mod 3). It is
easy to check that G1 globally satisfies τ1.

We will check that G1 satisfies Γ irr
1 ∧Γ trans

1 ∧Γ
grid
1 , the consequent of Γ1. Clearly, no world in G1

is reflexive. Since for every ramified world, its successors are precisely all words reachable from a
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· · ·

Figure 2: The structure G1. Its universe is N×N. Some edges from worlds satisfying Bi j that follow
from Γ trans

1 are omitted for better readability.

particular world, G1 satisfies Γ trans
1 . Finally, the structure G1 satisfies Γ

grid
1 . There are two kinds of

worlds in G1 satisfying deg≥4(u), the worlds satisfying Ai j and those satisfying Bi j. It is easy to check
that if u is a world satisfying Ai j, then x,y,z are from the same cell and Γ is satisfied. The worlds
satisfying Bi j have in G1 only predecessors satisfying Fi j, for which deg≥2(x) fail, and those that satisfy
Bi′ j′ . However, if u is labeled by Bi j, it predecessor x is labeled by Bi′ j′ , then for every successor z of u
we have xRz due to Γ trans

1 . Hence, Γ
grid
1 is satisfied. Thus Γ1 is satisfied.

Second, observe that every model of Γ1 and τ1 contains a model of Γ and τ as a substructure. Let
M be a model of Γ1 and τ1 and let N be a substructure of M resulting from removing worlds labeled
by Bi j, Fi j or Gk

i j. Since M satisfies τ1, each world of N, except worlds satisfying Ai j, satisfies τ and
the witnesses are also in N. The worlds satisfying Ai j have additional successors in M satisfying Fi j

which are not allowed by τ , but those successors do not belong to N. The worlds satisfying Ai j have in
N successors satisfying Ek

i j and P(i+1 mod 3)( j+1 mod 3). Hence, N globally satisfies τ .

The formula τ1 implies that M contains worlds labeled by B00,B10, . . ., which are different worlds.
Also, it forces each world labeled by Bi j to have seven different successors. Hence, for v1,v2 satisfying
B00,B01 the formula Γ two

1 is satisfied. We see that M satisfies Γ
grid
1 and, since Γ

grid
1 is a universal formula

and N is a substructure of M, N satisfies Γ
grid
1 .

Now, by examining all possible labeling of worlds by Pi j,Ai j,Ek
i j with i, j,k ∈ [0,2], consistent with
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τ , we observe that N satisfies:
xRu∧uRz⇒¬xRz (1)

Clearly, Γ
grid
1 and (1) imply Γ. Thus, N satisfies Γ.

Hence, we have shown that each model of Γ1 and τ1 is a grid-like structure. Thus, we may proceed
as in Section 3 and employ λD to show undecidability of the global KΓ1-SAT.

5 Decidable logic that is finitely undecidable

Now we prove Theorem 2, i.e. we show a formula Γ2 such that the global satisfiability of modal logic
over KΓ2 is decidable, but its finite global satisfiability problem is undecidable.

The idea follows from the tree-model property for modal logic [22]. Observe that when we consider
the finite global satisfiability problem, then modal logic lack the tree-model property. For instance,
consider a formula ♦>, and its finite model consisting of n worlds. Since every world has a successor,
there are at least n edges in the model, and therefore it cannot be a tree.

The first-order formula that we are going to define will allow us to force the existence of a reflex-
ive world, and the same formula will provide additional constraints for structures that contain reflexive
worlds. On the other hand, in the general satisfiability case we will prove a property similar to the
tree-model property and use it to prove the decidability.

5.1 The formula

We define Γ2 as (Γ refram
2 ⇒ Γ

grid
2 )∧Γ trans

2 where

Γ refram
2 = deg≥7(v)∧ vRv

Γ trans
2 = deg≥7(x)∧ xRy∧ yRz⇒ xRz

Γ
grid
2 = xRy∧ xRu∧uRz∧deg≥2(x)∧deg≥4(u)∧deg≥2(z)⇒ yRz∨ xRz

Note that Γ trans
2 = Γ trans

1 and Γ
grid
2 = Γ

grid
1 , and that therefore G1 satisfies Γ2.

We are going to show that KΓ2-FINSAT is undecidable, but KΓ2-SAT is decidable, what gives us a
proof of Theorem 2.

5.2 The undecidability

We now show that global KΓ2-FINSAT is undecidable. In the proof we employ the second domino
problem from Theorem 4. Let D = (D,DH ,DV ) be a domino system and λD be the modal encoding
of D constructed in Section 3. We define a modal formula τ2 such that τ2∧λD has a finite KΓ2 based
model if and only if D tiles Zm×Zm, for some m ∈ N. Actually, we simply put τ2 = τ1.

Lemma 9. Let D = (D,DH ,DV ) be a domino system and let τ2∧λD be the formula constructed above.
The tiling problem for D has a solution if and only if τ2∧λD has a finite KΓ2 based model.

Proof. ⇒ Let t : Zm×Zm → D be a tiling of Zm×Zm for some m ∈ N and let Gm
s be a standard grid

structure over {wi j | i, j ∈ [0,m−1]} that represents t. Specifically, for all i, j ∈ [0,m−1] a world wi j in
Gm

s has tile t(i, j), adjacent tiles (wi j,w(i+1 mod m) j),(wi j,wi( j+1 mod m)) are connected by an R-edge, and
pairs of horizontal (vertical) adjacent tiles respect the relation DH (respectively DV ).

We expand Gm
s to a finite model Gm

2 ∈KΓ2 of τ2∧λD by adding to Gm
s some worlds and edges. We la-

bel each world wi j by P(i mod 3)( j mod 3) and for each such a world we add to Gm
2 worlds ai j,bi j, fi j,gl

i j,e
k
i j
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Figure 3: The finite structure Gm
2 . Edges from worlds satisfying Bi j and worlds satisfying Ek

i j and Gl
i j are

omitted for better readability.

for i, j ∈ [0,m− 1], k ∈ [0,2], l ∈ [0,5]. Label these worlds: ai j by predicate A(i mod 3)( j mod 3), bi j by
B(i mod 3)( j mod 3), fi j by F(i mod 3)( j mod 3) etc. We then connect appropriate worlds of Gm

2 by R edges,
as prescribed by the formula τ2 and connect each bi j to each world of Gm

2 (including itself). Observe that
all ramified worlds in a structure Gm

2 are bi j for i, j ∈ [0,m−1]. Thus both formula τ2∧λD and Γ trans
2 are

satisfied.
In order to see that Γ refram

2 ⇒ Γ
grid
2 , we will show that Γ

grid
2 is satisfied. The only worlds w′ ∈ Gm

2

satisfying deg≥4(w′) are bi j and ai j. Only these worlds can be substituted for u in Γ
grid
2 to satisfy the

condition of the implication. Assume we have substituted a bi j for u. The only predecessors of bi j are fi j

and bi′ j′ for all i′, j′ ∈ [0,m−1], but only bi′ j′ have degree at least two, thus only bi′ j′ should be considered
as possible substitutions for x in Γ

grid
2 . Since bi′ j′ is connected to all other worlds we then have bi′ j′Ru

where u is any world of Gm
2 . Thus the implication Γ

grid
2 is satisfied for such substitutions. Similarly,

when we substitute an ai j for u we notice that the only predecessors of ai j that have degree not less than
two are bi′ j′ and w(i mod m)( j mod m). So only bi′ j′ and w(i mod m)( j mod m) should be considered as possible
substitutions for x in Γ

grid
2 . The case of bi′ j′ we have considered before and the case of w(i mod m)( j mod m)

just says that Gm
2 should locally look like a grid, what is already enforced by grid Gm

s . Therefore Γ
grid
2 is

satisfied and we have found a finite model of τ2∧λD and Γ2.
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⇐ We prove that every finite model M of Γ2 and τ2 ∧ λD contains a model of Γ and τ ∧ λD as
a substructure. Existence of such a model implies existence of the required tiling. Since M satisfies
τ2 ∧ λD , each world of M labeled by Pi j,Ek

i j for i, j,k ∈ [0,2] satisfies τ ∧ λD . Notice that Ai j fails
to satisfy τ ∧ λD only because it has a neighbor labeled Fi j. Let N be a substructure of M obtained
by removing words labeled by Bi j,Gl

i j,Fi j for i, j ∈ [0,2], l ∈ [0,5] from M. Thus N globally satisfies

τ ∧λD . We now show that is also satisfies Γ. To achieve this observe that M models Γ
grid
2 . It is because

there exists a world in M that satisfies Γ refram
2 . Precisely, let MB be a substructure of M induced by

worlds of M satisfying some Bi j, where i, j ∈ [0,2]. Note that MB is nonempty. In the structure M,
for each world satisfying Bi j one can reach a world satisfying some Bi′ j′ following a path of R edges.
Moreover each world satisfying Bi j has at least 7 successors in M. Then, because of Γ trans

2 there is an
infinite path in the finite structure MB. Thus some world b satisfying Bi j is reflexive and the world b
satisfies Γ refram

2 . Therefore M satisfies Γ
grid
2 .

Now notice that if M |= wxRwu ∧wuRwz ∧wxRwz for some worlds wx,wy,wz ∈M then at least one
of these worlds is labeled by Bi j for some i, j ∈ [0,2]. Therefore the structure N satisfies:

xRu∧uRz⇒¬xRz (2)

Clearly, Γ
grid
2 and (2) imply Γ. Thus, N satisfies Γ. Hence, we have found a finite model N ∈KΓ of

τ ∧λD .

Therefore we have the following

Corollary 10. KΓ2-FINSAT is undecidable.

5.3 The decidability

We say that a frame M is a quasi-tree if there is a tree T over the same universe such that there is an
edge from w to v in M if and only if there is such edge in T or w is ramified and there is a path from w
to v in T . In other worlds, a quasi-tree looks like a tree except that ramified worlds are connected to all
their descendants, not only successors. We are ready to prove the following lemma.

Lemma 11. KΓ2-SAT is decidable.

Proof. First, we show that modal logic over KΓ2 has a quasi-tree model property, i.e. each satisfiable
formula has a model based on a quasi-tree. Then, we describe an APSPACE algorithm that solves KΓ2-
SAT by checking if a given formula has a quasi-tree model.

Let M be a model of ϕ and Γ2 and M′ be result of its unraveling (see [3]). Clearly, M′ satisfies ϕ

but not necessarily Γ2. We define N as a model that contains M′ and additional edges — we connect all
ramified worlds with all their descendants. A quick check shows that N is a model of ϕ and Γ2 based on
a quasi-tree.

Now we describe an alternating algorithm that verifies existence of a model based on a quasi-tree. It
guesses a model starting from root, and keeps the information about the subformulas satisfied by ramified
worlds along the path. First, it guesses a type of an initial world. Then recursively, it guesses at most |ϕ|
types of successors of a current world, verifies that they are consistent with all subformulas of the form
�ψ satisfied by a current world and all ramified worlds above, and to guarantee that all subformulas of
the form ♦ψ are satisfied in the current world. Then, it calls itself universally for each successor. After
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2|ϕ|+ 1 steps, we know that the algorithm visited some type twice. So we keep a counter of steps and,
when it reaches 2|ϕ|+1, the algorithm accepts.

Clearly, the described algorithm needs only polynomial space, proving the membership of KΓ2-SAT
in APSPACE. We claim that this bound is tight, but we skip the lower bound proof.

6 Conclusion and future work

We showed that the decidability of the global satisfiability problem of elementary modal logics may vary
on the decision whether we consider only finite structures or not.

Of course, Γ1 and Γ2 are not that only formulas with the desired properties. We can easily show that
there are infinitely many such formulas.

Proposition 12. There is infinitely many non-equivalent universal first-order formulas Φ such that KΦ-
SAT is decidable and KΦ-FINSAT is undecidable, and infinitely may non-equivalent universal first-order
formulas Φ such that KΦ-SAT is undecidable and KΦ-FINSAT is decidable.

Consider a formula Λn = ∀x1 . . .xn.
W

i6= j(¬xiRx j ∨ xi = x j ∨ xiRxi) stating that a structure do not
contain any (irreflexive) clique of size n. It is not hard to see that all the models considered in this paper
satisfy Λn for any n > 2. Therefore, for any n > 2, the formula Γ1 ∧Λn defines an undecidable logic
that is finitely decidable, and the formula Γ2 ∧Λn defines decidable logic that is finitely undecidable.
Therefore, in both cases, the number of such formulas is infinite.

There are two natural questions that concern local satisfiability.
Question 1. Is there a universal first-order formula that defines an elementary modal logic with

undecidable local satisfiability problem and decidable finite local satisfiability problem?
Question 2. Is there a universal first-order formula that defines an elementary modal logic with

decidable local satisfiability problem and undecidable finite local satisfiability problem?
Equality plays a crucial role in our proofs. We do not know, however, whether it is necessarily.
Question 3. Can our results be proved without using equality?
We have seen that assuming finiteness can change the decidability of the logic. Another interesting

question would be “How much can the complexity differ, if both problems are decidable?” However,
there is even a simpler question that we would like to state.

Question 4. Is there a universal first-order formula Φ such that the global satisfiability problem of
modal logic over KΦ is NEXPTIME-hard and decidable? How about local satisfiability, finite global
satisfiability and finite local satisfiability problems?
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